My "only __" was to clean the bathrooms now
She survived the "minor __" of losing a button on her shirt
He said he gave me the "__ half," but it looks smaller to me
Zombies are "__ dead" creatures
The sweater he was wearing was "__ ugly"
I ordered "jumbo __" at the restaurant last night
The play was a "__ comedy." I laughed and cried.
He is "almost __" six feet tall
I didn't store the steaks properly and they got "__ burn"
I drink from "plastic __" so they don't break when I drop them
She was "found __" in the mountains yesterday
She came to a "__ stop" at the stop sign, and the police officer saw it
Military simulators use a form of "__ reality"
We are going on a "__ holiday" to San Diego for a conference
They were having a "friendly __" about the football game
He was "clearly __" when we gave him directions to the theater
Temperature is a "__ variable" in this experiment
I asked her out and got a "__ maybe" for tomorrow
The contractor gave me an "exact __" of how much it will cost
I have the "__ copies" of our health records in a file
We've been "alone __" for two days now
In his "__ opinion," Marla, his wife, was the best cook
"__ silence" followed the breaking of the window
"Genuine __" leather is cheaper and easier to take care of
She used an "__ pattern" in constructing her quilt
"Act __" and no one will notice we did anything wrong
The stand-up routine was "__ funny"
It's the "same __" whether I go to the store today or tomorrow